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We shall denote in this paper by R a uniform space, and by Oln,. J1j 

its uniformity.1 J We denote by IDl., < ~ the fact that lin,. is a refine
ment of IDl 11 and by we., .c. IDl11 the fact that lm~ < llnu. {lm,. !1} is a 

lattice by the order<, and has also the relation 6.. 

We shall show in this paper that in general a lattice-isomorphism 
between uniformities of two uniform spaces preserving the relations 

6 and < implies a uniform homeomorphism between the uniform 

spaces, and especially that when R has no isolated point, the structure 
of the lattice {lin,. 11} or of 1 defines R up to a uniform homeomor
phism. 

An element of {we., i 1 j, which is an open covering of R, is called 
simply a u-covering in this paper. German capitals are used for 

u-coverings but in 6 of the proof of Lemma 3. 

Definition. Let lin, 9C be two u-cov-erings. We denote by lm <ft: 9C 

the fact that for every ME we there exists some M' E we such that 
M C M' and M' ¢ N for all N E 9C. 

We denote by <ft: the negation of 1( . 

Lemma 1. In order that llJl <ft: 9( holds, it is necessary and suffi-

cient that 

(1) £InA contains no set consisting of one point, 

(2) whenever we<(~. we<(~"-.../ 9( holds.2) 

Proof. Necessity: The condition (1) is obvious from the definition 
of <ft: • 

From £In<(~ we get ME we such that M q: P for all P E ~-

Since ~Jl <ft: 9C,· .there exists M' E IDl such that M' ~ M, M' q: N for all 
N E llt 

1) Cf. ]. W. Tukey, Convergence and unitormity in topology, (1940J. 
2) -t denote-s the negation of < . 
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Therefore M' q: Q for all Q E ~ ......., ~t Thus we get ill1 <( ~ ......., 91, i. e. 

the condition (2) is necessary. 

Sufficiency : Let WliC 91 and ll.R~ contains no set consisting of one 
point, then there exists ME SJ.n such that for all M' E ill1: M' ~ M and 

for some N E 91, N ~ M' holds, and M containsat least two points. 

Hence there exists an open set U such that U · M =f= if>, U ::j:J M. Taking 
a point a E U · M, we construct a covering ~ from U and from ill1 as 
follows. ~ consists of 

1) fM~-!a} l·aEA}, where fM~ 1 A} denotes the set of all element 
M~ of. SJ.n satisfying M~ ~ M, . 

2) the set !Mg I B} of all elements Mff of ill1 such that M: ::j:J M, 

3) u. 
Then it is easy to see that M q: P for all P E ~. i.e. 'iJJl <( ~. and that 
at the same time SJ.n < ~ ......., 91 holds . 

. Thus the sufficiency is proved. 

Lemma 2. In order .that Wl"" contains a set consisting one point, 

it is necessa1·y and sufficient that the1·e exists a cove'ring 91 > illC" such 

that 

1) ~l = 91A =f= 9l, 

2) 91 ~ ~ implies ~"" = 9l ' 
where we denote by 9l the largest covering { R }· 

(If we use the relation 6, then the relation 91"' = 9l can be ·repLaced 
by the proposition: 91!:::, SJ.n implies m = 9l.) 

Proof. If WP contains a set {a} consisting of one point a, then 
the u-covering ~n =I {a}, R-Ial} has the property of 'iJc in the lemma. 

Conversely, let 91 be such a u-covering. 
From 91"" = ~ we see tha:t S(a, ~0 · S (b, 91) =4= ¢ implies S (a, 91) 

=S(b, 91). 

For let .a, c ENE~. then there exists N' E 91 such that S (a, 91) C 
N', and hence S(a, 91) C N' C S (c, ·91). In the same way S (c, ~() C 
S (a, 91) holds, whence S (q,, ~n = S (c, 91) .. Therefore if c E S (a, 91) · S 

(b, SR) =f= if>, we get S (a, ~) ~ S (c, 91) = S (b, 91). 

If more than two of elements S (a, 91) of SJ~" are different from 

the others, i.e. 'iJP = {S1, S2, S3,} ......., fT .. ! (S1 ot= SJ (i =f' j)), then the 
u-covering '~={S'1 +S2, S3 }.......,{T .. } has the property.: ~2::SJL ~~A=I~ ~H. 
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which contradicts the condition 2). Since 9?:6 =F lR, ~ell contains just 
two different elements. If S1 and S 2 contains at least two points, then 
there exists an open se~ U such that 

u :::p sl, u :::p s2 ; u. sl =F ¢, u. s2 =F ¢. 

Hence, putting ~={S1 , S2, Uj, we get~~~. ~"'=FlR, whichcontra
dicts the condition 2). Hence S1 or S2 consists of one point a, i. e. 

iH= {{aj, R-laJJ. Since ill(;"'<~. it must be {ajE9J1"'. 

Thus the proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 

We notice that Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 show that the relation 4t: 
can be replaced by the relations < and 6, and that if R has no 

isolated point, 6 is needless. 

Lemma 3. Let R and S be two unif01·m spaces with the uni/01"

mities l we, I I l and l ~y I ID i 1"espectively. 

In O?"det• that R and S a1·e uniformly homeomo1·phic. it is necessa1·y 

and sufficient that { ':))(, I I l and ! ~v I ID j aTe lattice-isomm·phic by a 

cm·t·espondence p1·ese1·ving the 1·elations 4t: and < . 
Proof. We concern ourselves only with R at first. 

Definition. We denote by ~ the u-covering such that 

1) wea ..fc lR , 

2) ln =F lR implies ~ < SJno • 

It is obvious that IJR0 ={R- {aj l aERj. 

Definition. We mean by base-element a collection f-1> of u-coverings 

which satisfies the following four conditions. 

i) IJJl E 1.~.,, 9R < ~ implies '>Jc E fl, 

ii) for every u-coverings 9J1, there exists ':HE f-1> such that 

'>JC ~we,, 

iii) let lln" I Aj be a set of u-coverings ~(", and each il'l" 4( 

we, for some IJJl" E f-1>, then "''1 AS](" "F ill1o, 

iv) f-1> is a minimum set satisfying the above conditions 1), 
2), 3). 

Definition. Let U be an open set of R. We denote hy 1-l.-~ (U) the 
u-covering {U, R-{a} I aEUj of R. 

1. We consider an arbitrary base-element fl· 

Let •JJ1." b~ an arbitrary u-covering, then by the condition ii) of 11, 
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there exists SR,. E fl' such that SR,. {:)m,.. Hence there exists N,. E SR., 

such that for all N~ Em.,: N~ ~ N., there exists ME ill1.,: M ~ N~. 

For a definite point a., EN,. we construct the u-covering ~ (S (a.,, ill1,)) 

and denote it by ~.. for simplicity. Then SR.,<~~, holds. For if 

N ~ N,., N Em,.,, then N C S (a.,, Wl,), and if N-:!;:; N.,, N E SR.,, then 

fora pointbEN.,-NCS(a.,,illC.,), NCR-{bj, which shows m,<~ .. -

Since m., E fl' , by the condition i) of fl' we ~et ~" E fl'· 

2. Next we shall show that 11 S (a.,, ill1.,) =F cp for some x 0 E l. 
x>xo 

Assume that the contrary holds, i.e. 11 S (a,., ill1.,) = cp for all 
x>xo 

X 0 E l. 

When we take three points c~> c2, c3 of R and take x 0 such that for 

each bE R, S (b, ill1x0) contains at most one point of c~> ch c3 , then 
for every x > X 0 there exist at least two points in R which are not 

contained in S (a, , Wl.,) . 

Let b be an arbitrary point of R, then from the assumption there 

exists x E l such that b ~ S (a.,, Wl.,), x > x 0 , and hence there exists a 

point c of R such that c =F b, c ~ S (a,., !JR.,). 

Putting Ob =!R- {b!, R- {c!!, we see easily that Db 1C ~ .. , and 
• 

b ~ROb= illCJ, which contradicts the condition iii) of fl' . 

This contradiction shows the validity of II S (a.,, ill1,) O"l= cp for some 
x>xu · 

X 0 El. 

3. We notice that in general U C V implies ~ (U) < ~ (V) . 

Let bE II S(a.,, Wl.,), then S(a.,, ill1.,) (x>xo) is a nbd-basis 
x>xo 

(nbd=neighbourhood) of b. Combining the last conclusion in 1, the 

above remark and the condition i) of fl' we get ~ (U (b)) E fl' for all 

nbds U (b) of b. 

Putting fl'(b)=l~ [3~(U(b)) such that ~(U(b))<~. U(b) is some 

nbd of bf, we get fl'(b)Cp,. p,(b) satisfies obviously the conditions 

i), ii) of ,_, . 

We shall show that ,_,(b) satisfies iii) too. 

Assume that the assertion is false, i.e. "'~A ~~" = illlo , ~la 1C -~~", ~~a 
>~CU~(b)) for some !~l~ l Aj, then ~l"K'~~(U~(b)) for each a. 
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Since '; SJC" = Wl:J, there must be SR" such that R- {b} E SR". 

Since R-{bl E~(U"(b)) for every U'"(b), remarking that R~SJC", we 

get SR" =IE~ (U" (b)) for every U" (b), which contradicts the assumption. 
Hence '; s.n" c~nnot be ID£0 , and "'(b) satisfies the condition iii). 

From the condition iv) of "' and the above obtained relation "'(b) 

c"' we get "'="'(b). 

4. As we saw above, an arbitrary base-element has the form "'(b) 

and an arbitrary "'(b) satisfies the conditions i), ii), iii) of "'. Now 
we shall show that "'(b) satisfies the condition iv) of "'. 

Let "'(b) :=::J "' and let "' satisfy the conditions i), ii), iii) of "' , then 
by the same consideration as above there exists some "'(a) such that 

J.h (b) :=::J J.h ~ J.h (a) . 

If a =1= b, then there exist a point c of R and a nbd U (a) of a 

such that b =1= c; b, c ~ U (a). Since for each nbd V (b) of b, R-lbl E 

'l~(V(b)) and R-!bl ¢P for all PE 1i.~(U(a)), we get ~(V(b))<(l.l.-~ 

(U (a)) for every nbds V (b). 

Hence ~ (U (a))~"' (b), but ~ (U (a)) E J.h (a), which is a contradi

ction. Therefore it must be a= b, and accordingly "'(b)="' (a)= 

"' ; hence we conclude that /'• (b) satisfi.es the condition iv) and is a 

base-element. 

Thus we have obtained a one-to-one correspondence between R 

and the set B (R) of all base-elements of R. We shall denote this 
correspondence by B. 

5. We introduce a topology in B (R) as follows. 

Letl B (A) be a subset of B (R). 

We say that v E B (A), when and only when 

(1) v E B (A) , 

or (2) fo(every)JJC, E {':))1"} there exist SR, 9,n and""' such that 
91 E v , 9JC E J.h E B (A); 'JJC., {: 9JC '-' 9c . 

Then the topological space B (R) wit'h this closure-operation is 

homeomorphic with R. 

To see this~we shall show that a E A and"' (a) E B(A) are equivalent. 

If a~ A, then 1.~; (a) rJ. B (A) is obvious. 

When we consider the u-covering 'JJC, =IR- fa}, (Afj,3 l for every 9c E 

f./; (a) and 9Jl E f./; (b) E B (A) w~ get IJJC, < IJJl '-' 9c, because R-fal E l.Jl 
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and .(A/ C R- !bl E un from bE A. 
Conversely let a E .A. If a E A, then f1' (a) E B (A) is obvious. If 

a~ A, then for every we, E {9JC.,l there exists ME sm., such that a, bE M; 

bE A, a =F b. Hence we may construct nbds U (a) of a and V (b) of b 

such that b ~ U (a) C M, a~ V (b) C M. 

Obviously ~ (U (a)) E f1' (a), ~ (V(b)) E f1' (b) E B (A), and on the other 

hand 9)1, <t ~ (U (a))'--" 'l~ (V (b)) holds, because M cj,:: P for all P E 'l.~ 

(U (a))\._./ 'l.~ (V (b)). 

Therefore f1' (a) E B[A) according to the definition. 

Thus B is a homeomorphism between R and B (R). 

6. Next we introduce a uniform topology in B (R) as follows. 

Let B(U)=!B(U.) I Al be an open covering of B(R). 

We say that B (U) is a u-covering of B (R), when and only when 

there exists some we, such that 

SJJC., <"~A~ .. , whenever ~" and fl'a are selected so that ~ct E fl'a E 

B (UJ'. 

We shall show that R and B (R) are uniformly homeomorphic. 

When U is a u-covering of R, U itself satisfies the condition of 

we, in the above definition. 

For if ~n. E f1' (aJ E B (U .Y, then a. E U .", and accordingly U. C R

{_aal E ~n. holds, whence U =! Uaf <"~A~. Hence B (U) is a u

covering of B (R) according to the definition. 
Conversely let U be no u-covering of R. Then for each u-covering 

S),n., of R there exists an element M of 9JC, such that M ct u. for all 

U"EU, i.e. M· U~ =F(p for all U.EU. 

Since U is a covering, M contains at most two points. Hence 

taking a. EM. U~ for each a E A, we can construct a nbd U (a.) of a. 

such that U (a.)~ M. 

Obviously 'l.~ (U (a.)) E f1' (aJ E B (U.Y holds, and on the other hand 

9,n, <t "~A 'l.~ (U (a.)) holds, because M cj.~ P for all P E "'~A 'l.~ (U (aJ). 

Hence B (U) is not a u-covering of B (R). Thus we have shown that 

B is a uniform homeomorphism between R and B (R). 

7. Now it is easy to prove Lemma 3. 

Since we can construct the uni£ orm space B ( R) from I '!JJ~, I x j by 

3) Me means the complement ot 111-
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using only the relations < and 4( , a lattice isomorphism between 

two uniformities f!IR, \ ll and (9C 11 I IDl preserving the relation ·K gene
rates a uniform homeomorphism between B (R) and B (S), and this 

in turn generates a uniform homeomorphism between R and S. 

Since the necessity of the condition is obvious, the proof of Lemma 
3 is complete. 

Combinining Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we get the follo
wing principal result. 

Theorem. Let R and S be two unifo1·m spaces with uni{01·mities 

{9R, Ill and ~~~ 11 I IDl respectively. 

In 01'de1· that R and S are uni/o1·mly homeomo1·phic, it is necessan1 

and sufficient that j9R, Ill and j9C 11 I IDl are lattice-isonW1'}Jhic by a 

co1·respondence p?·e.cw1·ving the ?'elations D. and < . 
Especially if R and S have no isolated point, then an onlina1·y 

lattice-isomo1·phism between j IJJ1, I I l and f 9C 11 I ID l gene?·ates a unifo1·m 

homeomo1·phism between R and S. 

(Received Nov. l, 1949) 


